COME, O JUST ONE
INTROIT HYMN FOR ADVENT

Refrain: Delores Dufner, OSB
Verses: Psalm 19:2, 6

Tune: NUN KOMM DER HEIDEN HEILAND
Setting and new music by Lynn Trapp

*Chant: Rorate caeli. In absence of oboe, play part on organ.
**Omit pedal line if oboe plays; without oboe, ped.=solo reed 8' or 4'

An oboe part is available separately from the publisher, G-6194INST.
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Refrain

Come, O Just One, here descend; like the rain, our drought attend.

Ped. to balance
Clouds above, bring seed to birth; let the Savior spring from earth.

Man.
The heavens declare the glory of God, and the

Man.